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The ISTP acronym stands for Introversion, Sensing, Thinking, Perception. This is a description of a personality type, of which there are 16 as noted by Isabel Myers and Katharine Briggs in their MBTI or Myers Briggs Type Indicator.
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If you are looking for funny and optimistic individuals, you will find them in ISTP people. They love exploring the world and are curious about everything. An ISTP personality believes that having fun and keeping their freedom is the best thing to happen to an individual. They don’t like anyone restraining them, and they don’t hesitate to bypass the rules. At the same time, these people will follow personal moral codes, and they often have a strong character.
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What is an ISTP Type?




A breakdown of the Myers and Briggs acronym shows that this personality:




	Enjoys alone time (Introverted) 
	Pays attention to facts and hard details over conceptual thoughts (Sensing) 
	Uses logic and reasoning decision making (Thinking) 
	Behaves spontaneously and with flexibility instead of planning and organizing actions (Perception) 














This type of personality is also known as their inborn ability to handle tools in an artistic or functional manner. So it is often referred to as a virtuoso personality type for that reason. 




How Common is an ISTP Personality? 




As the ISTP personality type appears more prevalent in men than it is among women, it is not very common throughout the general population. For men, this personality type is seen as the third most common and it is fourth from the bottom of the list for women. 




This group of people tends
to make up a small but significant part of the world:




	 All population 	  Men 	 Women 
	 5% 	 9% 	 2%  





However, we see this virtuoso personality in some well-known people including:
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[image: Lance Armstrong] Champion cyclist Lance Armstrong 



[image: Bruce Lee] Martial Arts experts Bruce Lee 



[image: Miles Davis] Musician Miles Davis 
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[image: Chuck Yeager] Pilot Chuck Yeager 



[image: Katharine Hepburn] Actress Katherine Hepburn 



[image: Amelia Earhart] Aviation pioneer Amelia Earhart 




Common ISTP Character Traits




When trying to determine which personality type you most resemble, consider some of these character traits that could shed some light on who you are.




Novel ideas and situations are exciting to you. Anything less can be boring. Your curiosity drives you to new things but it can also lead you to something new before finishing what you started. The reason being, once you have uncovered the facts, it’s time to move on.




Privacy is something you value as part of your introversion perspective. On the flip side, it is appreciated when someone takes an interest in you and what you love.









[image: Solving problems ]
You love solving problems and have the ability to fix   mechanical systems by jumping right in and getting your hands dirty. You   prefer to be on your own but not in the sense that you are lost in  your  mind. Instead, you like to focus on what practically is in front  of  you.  












Impulsivity causes you to act often without thinking things through first. The battle between your introversion and impulsive behavior makes you unpredictable at times.




Flexibility is important to you, so keeping a schedule or formal plan is uncomfortable. Sharp intelligence paired with great manual dexterity that displays your problem-solving skills and fine work with your hands.




The Strengths and Weaknesses of ISTP People
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We all have positives and faults, and people with this personality type are no exception.




Some of the inherent strengths of an ISTP Personality include:




	Great optimism and
energy
	Creative and practical
thinking
	Spontaneity while
remaining rational
	Prioritization skills
	The ability to handle
stressful situations meaningfully
	A relaxed attitude to
take each moment in stride










Meanwhile, some of the biggest weaknesses that many of these people have are:




	Stubbornness can cause
this personality type to ignore the feelings of others and act contrary to what
a situation calls for
	Insensitivity can lead
to a misrepresentation of feelings of empathy so that things don’t come out
quite as intended
	A reserved demeanor
based on the introverted aspect of the personality type
	Short attention span and
impatience for redundancy, which also speaks to an aversion to commitment
	Impulsivity that can
lead to risky behavior





Relationships with a Virtuoso Personality Type
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While difficulty with commitment is a byproduct of the ISTP personality, that’s not to say they can’t spend a lifetime in a loving relationship with a partner. Like just about every relationship, this personality type offers some challenges that often contradict each other. 




They have great passion but can also be distant or cold at times. At the same time, they can be fun and spontaneous while also needing some time to themselves. 




It’s very easy to make friends with this personality type but getting deeper within the friendship tends to be more difficult. 





The tendency is to only allow a select few into their inner circle.






ISTP Personality and Gambling




These people don’t hesitate to try new things. Furthermore, gambling experts from one of the largest Canadian online casino guide CasinoValley noticed that such people are attracted to activities they haven’t tried before. It is the main reason why they would try gambling. You will never see them playing casino games for the sake of earning money. That is why high-paced games like roulette and slots fit their style and preference.
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ISTP people are there for a fun and exciting experience.




Although an ISTP personality loves being spontaneous, they recognize when they need to use their brains. That is why they make smart decisions and turn to expert gaming sources when choosing a reliable online casino. And they might be in there for fun, but that doesn’t mean they won’t look for the right opportunities for investing their money. ISTP people are natural talents for gaming, and they often come out with a decent profit when playing.




Careers for the ISTP Personality
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Because great hand-eye coordination, along with logical thinking and natural curiosity is common among ISTP men and women, they are very well-suited for many careers:




	Mechanic
	Artist
	Designer
	Engineer
	Scientist
	First Responder





The benefits that ISTP personality types bring to the social world are numerous. Their energy and quick thinking offer reliable sources that can move the world to solutions on some of the most difficult problems. While they are relatively few in number, they make up for it with the skills they bring. 
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